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ABSTRACT
Microarray data is inherently noisy due to the noise contaminated from various sources during the preparation of microarray slide and thus it greatly affects the accuracy of the gene expression. How to eliminate the effect of the noise
constitutes a challenging problem in microarray analysis. Efficient denoising is often a necessary and the first step to
be taken before the image data is analyzed to compensate for data corruption and for effective utilization for these data.
Hence preprocessing of microarray image is an essential to eliminate the background noise in order to enhance the
image quality and effective quantification. Existing denoising techniques based on transformed domain have been utilized for microarray noise reduction with their own limitations. The objective of this paper is to introduce novel preprocessing techniques such as optimized spatial resolution (OSR) and spatial domain filtering (SDF) for reduction of
noise from microarray data and reduction of error during quantification process for estimating the microarray spots
accurately to determine expression level of genes. Besides combined optimized spatial resolution and spatial filtering is
proposed and found improved denoising of microarray data with effective quantification of spots. The proposed method
has been validated in microarray images of gene expression profiles of Myeloid Leukemia using Stanford Microarray
Database with various quality measures such as signal to noise ratio, peak signal to noise ratio, image fidelity, structural content, absolute average difference and correlation quality. It was observed by quantitative analysis that the
proposed technique is more efficient for denoising the microarray image which enables to make it suitable for effective
quantification.
Keywords: Denoising, Microarray, Pre-processing, Quantification, Spatial Domain Filtering, Optimized Spatial
Resolution, Quality Measures

1. Introduction
It is well known that microarray technology can monitor
thousand of DNA sequences in a high density array on a
glass [1]. Each microscopic spot represents a single gene.
This technology enables to measure the level of activity
of thousands of genes simultaneously and thus monitor
the whole genome on a single chip so that researchers
can have a big picture of the interactions among those
genes simultaneously. Hence it eliminates “One gene in
one experiment” as in case of wet lab. For a microarray
project, the image quantification makes the transition in
the work flow from wet lab procedures to computational
ones [2,3]. Different technologies are in use to design
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microarrays, like microarrays of cDNA, oligonucleotides,
Ink-jet/Bubble jet [4]. In the basic procedure for a microarray experiment two mRNA samples are reversetranscribed into cDNA, labeled using different fluorescent dyes (e.g., the red fluorescent dye Cy5 and the green
fluorescent dye Cy3), then mixed and hybridized with the
arrayed DNA sequences. After this competitive hybridization, the slides are imaged using a scanner which
makes fluorescence measurement for each dye. From the
differential hybridization of the two samples, the relative
abundance of the spotted DNA sequences can be assessed. The results of the microarray experiment are two
16-bit tagged image files, one for each fluorescent dye.
Figure 1 shows the sample subarray of the microarray
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Figure 1. Microarrary image subarray of myeloid leukemia.

images of Myeloid Leukemia. This technology is widely
used by biologists in the analysis of disease classification,
genome expression in cancer, other genetic diseases, viral immunology and so on.
The microarray quantification process deals with extraction of spot intensity for each and every probe by
estimating the intensity of foreground and background
values to quantify the expression level of a particular
gene. The images are usually supplied in pairs where one
image shows the intensity of green dye and the other
shows the intensity of a red dye. One of the couple of
most commonly used quantification methods is histogram method, and the other based on pixel intensity [5-7].
Spot detection and quantification based on histogram
method is comprised of three major steps: gridding, segmentation and intensity extraction. One of the major
problems encountered in microarray image processing is
due to the non-uniform spacing between the spots. Finding optimal grid is a time consuming process which requires human intervention. For automatic analysis of
cDNA microarrays, a method using genetic algorithm
approach was implemented to determine optimal gridding and spot segmentation [8]. Dapple has suggested an
intelligent technique to determine the location of spots
using morphological information which is robust to both
variation and artifacts [9]. The authors in [10] present a
fully automatic system for microarray image quantification, which locates both subarray grids and individual
spots, without user identification of any image coordinates.
Microarray data is contaminated by noise during the
preparation of slide. The analysis of the scanned images
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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is not straightforward process since the quality of microarray images suffer due to noise, artifacts and uneven
background. Without the utilization of a filter, subsequent tasks such as spot identification and gene expression determination cannot be completed. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) has been used in image denoising.
The denoising capabilities of DWT is demonstrated in
[11] for removal of noise that is introduced during the
preparation of microarray data. The stationary wavelet
transform (SWT) was introduced in 1996 to make the
wavelet decomposition time invariant [12]. A two-stage
approach for noise removal that processes the additive
and the multiplicative noise component is presented in
[13]. The denoising capabilities of decimated and undecimated multiwavelet transforms, DMWT and UMWT
respectively are demonstrated in [14]. The image denoising, with spatial filtering techniques as well as hard
and soft thresholding of wavelet coefficients have been
tested in microarray images in [15].
Microarray images consist mostly of low-intensity
features that are not well distinguishable from the background. These problems lead to errors that propagate to
all the stages of statistical analysis. How to eliminate the
effect of the noise constitutes a challenging problem in
microarray analysis. Denoising the data is required for
effective utilization for these data. Thus there is a need of
developing new methods of denoising for upgradation of
image quality. In this paper we present two novel preprocessing techniques, namely optimized spatial resolution and spatial domain filtering to eliminate the noise in
microarray that helps in more accurate estimation of the
intensity of spots to determine the expression level. Spatial filtering is used for denoising of microarray image
and spatial resolution optimization is used to enhance the
image for accurate quantification of the spots. In order to
improve the quantification result an integrated spatial
domain filtering and optimized spatial resolution has
been used.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the proposed preprocessing techniques
of microarray image. This section presents the principles
of optimized spatial resolution and spatial filtering and
the combined approach. In Section 3 we have discussed
the simulation result and performance analysis. Conclusion is drawn in Section 4.

2. Proposed Pre-processing Techniques of
Microarray Image
The objective of pre-processing a microarray is to eliminate the noise in microarray image that helps in reducing
the error during quantification process for appropriate
interpretation of microarray data. We discuss here the
JSIP
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proposed methods for spatial domain filtering, spatial
resolution optimization technique and an integrated approach of the former two for preprocessing the microarray image for denoising and image enhancement.
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2.1. Optimized Spatial Resolution
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Spatial resolution is the density of pixels over the image.
The greater the spatial resolution, the more pixels are
used to display the image. The microarray image consists
of large number of pixels. For evaluation of the gene
expression data extensive computation is required because of the fact that the number of spots is very large
and the data within each spot is also substantial. It is
found that pixel intensities of the microarray are appeared in a particular order in alternate rows. The spatial
resolution can be optimized for the entire slide by selecting optimal intensity of two consecutive rows without
altering the size of the image in both red plane and green
plane. In this process the red plane and green plane are
separated from the microarray. Each plane is optimized
by selecting the higher values of consecutive rows in red
plane and smaller values of two consecutive rows of
green plane. This property has been selected from the
fact that the signal intensity is the ratio of red foreground
intensity to the green foreground intensity as discussed in
Section 3. Blue plane has no role on the signal estimation.
Hence it is left untouched. These modified planes are
restored in a new image resulting in optimized spatial
resolution. This process results in enhanced image quality and signal intensity.
The histogram plot (Figure 2) shows pixel intensity
having higher magnitude of the effective modified reso
lution as compared to that of original image. When the
optimized image is postprocessed to quantify the spot
intensity, it results better estimation of spot as compared
to processing original raw image.

2.2. Spatial Domain Filtering
In spatial filtering approach, we move a rectangular mask
of the order m × n over the given microarray image. This
process creates a new image with gray values calculated
by the Equation (1).
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Figure 2. Histogram plot of (a) original image and (b) optimized image.

pixel values p(i,j) as shown in Figure 3, the new pixel
value is computed by the Equation (2).
1
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(2)
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The microarray image obtained by spatial filtering has
higher intensity of signals and thus background noise is
suppressed thereby improving the signal intensity. This
results higher spot intensity in the quantification process.
The intensity of the spot depends on the design of the
mask. The mask representing lowpass Spatial filters
based on neighbourhood pixels is denoted as averaging
filter. A mask consisting neighborhood pixels of size 3 ×
3 acts as linear filter. The average of all the nine values
within the mask becomes the gray value of the corresponding pixel in the new microarray image. Each pixel
is processed by its neighborhood pixels of mask 3 × 3
and the new pixel is obtained by
P

1
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(3)

(1)

The mask of the order m × n represented as a matrix is
called a filter. A linear filter can be implemented by multiplying all the elements in the mask by corresponding
elements in the area spanned by the filter mask and adding together all these products [16]. This process is repeated for every pixel in the microarray image. For a 3 ×
3 mask with mask values w(i,j) and that corresponding
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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Figure 3. (a) mask values, (b) pixel values.
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The process is continued for the whole image. The
new image obtained is the denoised image. This is called
lowpass spatial filter. Spot intensity is quantified effecttively when this image is processed. 3 × 3 mask
shows better result in compared to 5 × 5 mask and 3 × 5
mask. Allied to spatial filtering is spatial convolution.
The method for performing a convolution is the same as
that for filtering, except that the filter is rotated by 180˚
before multiplying and adding. Using the w(i,j) and p(i,j)
notation, the output of a convolution with a 3 × 3 mask
for a single pixel is given by Equation (4) or Equation
(5).
1

Microarray Image

OSR

SDF
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Here we have rotated the image pixels by 180˚; this
does not affect the result. In practice, most filter masks
are rotationally symmetric, so that spatial filtering and
spatial convolution will produce the same output. Similarly a 3 × 3 Gaussian filter can effectively eliminate
background noise and image blurring. Gaussian filter of
mask 3 × 3 shows better result than 5 × 5 mask and 3 × 5
mask.

2.3. Combined OSR and SDF Approach
In this paper we have presented two new preprocessing
methods such as the spatial domain filtering and the optimized spatial resolution to deal with noise reduction in
microarray image. Both the methods have advantages of
denoising and image enhancement respectively. Spatial
domain method is performed directly on the source images. Optimization is the simplest spatial domain method,
which needn’t any transformation or decomposition on
the original images. The merit of this method is simple
and fit for real-time processing, Now an integrated spatial domain filtering and optimized spatial resolution approach is proposed on microarray images to combine the
advantages of both that enables effective quantification.
The flow chart for integrated approach is shown in
Figure 4 that consists of cascaded OSR and SDF stages.
The preprocessing stage encompasses procedures for
optimizing the spatial resolution followed by spatial
lowpass filtering. The combined process not only helps
in denoising but also performs image enhancement resulting in high signal to noise ratio. The resultant image
is now suitable for post processing. The post-processing
entails computing the resulting image for estimation of
spot intensity which follows three steps such as griding,
segmentation and information extraction. It is found that
the integrated approach shows much higher spot intensity
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Figure 4. Flow chart for combined approach.

compared to traditional methods as shown in Table 2.

3. Simulation Result and Performance
Analysis
An important pre-processing step in microarray image is
to eliminate the noise. Extensive study has been made in
eliminating noise and ensures better gene expression by
estimating the spot intensity with the help of novel proposed pre-processing techniques on microarray image.
The denoising methods have been evaluated in 34 microarray images of gene expression profiles of Myeloid
Leukemia using Stanford Microarray Database [17,18],
each one containing 48 subarrays. The 1632 subarrays
are selected for analysis. In most microarray images extremely noisy background is met. In a good number of
cases all the proposed methods performed well by eliminating the background noise. The denoising methods
were implemented in Matlab computing environment.
The estimation of microarray spot is quantitatively
analysed using quantification measures known as spot
intensity (SI) or spot quality [5] which is given by
SI 

FI
BI

FI 

R fg
G fg

BI 

Rbg
Gbg

(6)

where SI is Spot Intensity, FI is the foreground intensity
and BI is the background intensity. Information is extracted for each spot on the array in terms of signal intensity which is the mean or median of foreground pixel
intensities within a spot. Spot foreground intensities are
red foreground Rfg and green foreground Gfg. Similarly
spot background intensities are red background Rbg and
green background Gbg intensities. Background information is extracted by the existing morphological opening
which is a non-linear filter that generates an image of the
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estimated background intensity for the entire slide. Spot
quality is the ratio of foreground to the background ratio.
The Spot intensity is computed by several preprocessing
techniques such as spatial domain filtering based on
neighborhood mask processing, Gaussian mask, median
filter, ordered filter, Wiener filter, frequency domain
filter and wavelet transform filter on different microarray
slides and found that the proposed integrated approach
produces high spot intensity that results better gene expression.
On the other hand, the quality assessment parameters
that are used to evaluate the performance of noise reduction by different methods employed in this paper are
signal to noise ratio (SNR), peak signal to noise ratio
(PSNR), image fidelity (IF), structural content (SC), absolute average difference (AAD) and Correlation Quality
(CQ) [19] which are given by
SNR 

 I  x, y 

2

x, y

 I  x, y   I d  x, y 

(7)

2

noising methods have been tested in microarray images
of gene expression profiles of Myeloid Leukemia using
Stanford Microarray Database. In Table 1 the mean value of the parameters of the each method are shown estimated from the evaluation set of 408 subarrays. Table 2
summarizes spot intensity of one spot in sample microarray subarray. It is found that the proposed spatial
domain filtering based on neighborhood mask filtering
and Gaussian mask filtering play vital role in reducing
noise in microarray image and thus helps in quantification effectively. Further optimized spatial resolution enhances the image quality and thus improves the signal
intensity. Hence the optimized image produces improved
estimation of spot intensity when post-processed. Simulation result shows that the integrated optimized spatial
resolution and spatial lowpass filtering produces much improved result than that has been done by raw image and
other preprocessing methods. The quantitative results of
Tables 1 and 2 show the optimum assessment parameters
Table 1. Simulation results on assessment parameters for
denoising methods.
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Denoising
Methods

SNR

PSNR

IF

AAD

SC

CQ

Gaussian
filter

62.12

34.87

0.98

0.02

1.02

77.65

Wiener filter

59.34

31.26

0.98

0.06

1.04

72.24

Median filter

36.23

25.73

0.95

1.004

1.01

72.16

Ordered
filter

3.78

15.24

0.75

15.52

0.565

78.64

Frequency
domain

6.25

17.22

0.79

3.19

0.99

53.25

OSR

68.08

38.54

0.98

0.02

1.07

79.38

Spatial LPF

69.37

39.53

0.99

0.007

1.09

80.01

Table 2. Estimation of spot intensity by different methods.

(12)
Preprocessing Methods

Spot Intensity

Processing raw image

1.23

Frequency domain LPF

1.50

Gaussian mask

1.56

Median filter

1.54

Ordered filter

1.54

Wiener filter

1.55

Optimized spatial resolution (OSR)

1.58

Spatial LPF (neighbourhood mask)

1.59

Integrated approach (OSR+SDF)

2.15

x, y

In general, higher SNR and PSNR are better; the signal
is cleaner and indicates a smaller difference between the
original and denoised image. If IF nears 1, we will obtain
an image of better quality. Similarly if SC spread at 1, we
will obtain image of better quality. A lower AAD gives a
cleaner image as more noise is reduced. A larger value of
CQ usually corresponds to a better quantitative performance. In this work, we have simulated all the proposed
methods in Matlab 7.0 for preprocessing and postprocessing operations.
Table 1 summarizes the quality assessment parameters
for denoising methods on the microarray image. The deCopyright © 2011 SciRes.
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for the proposed method. Thus the enhanced image quality and improved denoising capability are observed especially in integrated approach and hence it helps in quantification effectively.

4. Conclusions
In this paper a new approach using integrated optimized
spatial resolution and spatial domain filtering is presented to deal with enhancement of image quality and reduction of noise for effective quantification of microarray
image. Results computed using proposed optimized spatial resolution and spatial lowpass filtering show improved interpretation in contrast to one derived from the
raw data analysis and other preprocessing methods. Various microarray images from Stanford Microarray Database were examined to validate the performance of our
methods. Experimental results show that the proposed
algorithm provides better performance than the other
methods from quantitative analysis. The information extracted on down and up regulation of genes under diseased condition can be further analyzed in pharmacogenomics for drug targeting and drug development for the
disease.
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